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Abstract: Flow accumulation algorithms (FAAs) predict the cumulative upstream drainage but 

each FAA generates a different map and this uncertainty still remains unsolved. This study makes 

advances in flow path research by testing 8 FAAs and analyzing the uncertainties of 15 

simulations. The DR2-2013
©
 SAGAv1.0 hydrological software is presented in a study carried out 

for two catchment lakes (NE Spain) over a 69-month test period. The best simulations were 

obtained with two single flow (Rho8 and Deterministic Infinity) and two multiple flow (Multiple 

Flow with threshold value and Triangular Multiple Flow) algorithms. Correlations between 

runoff depths and lake levels improved when the test period was split into wet and dry seasons. 

Correlations also improved with a one-month delay in response time and no delay in the large and 

small lakes. The DR2-2013
©
 tool helped predict changes in lake volume and the highest model 

efficiencies were obtained with the multiple flow algorithms. 
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1. Introduction 

One of the unsolved issues in runoff modelling studies is the choice of the right flow 

accumulation algorithm (FAA) for different locations, variations in rainfall characteristics and 

spatial and temporal scales. Land topography impacts hydrological, geomorphological and 

ecological processes that are active on a landscape [Tesfa et al., 2011], while the distribution of 

gentle slopes and steep areas, the presence or absence of gullies, streams, sinks and flat areas as 

well as the occurrence of abrupt changes in slope steepness, natural or man-made (e.g. 

infrastructures), lead to the concentration and dispersion of runoff and making quantification and 

prediction a complex task [Choi, 2012]. The different FAAs enrich the information that is 

available from digital elevation models (DEMs) by providing a structured representation of 

overland flow that serves as a basis for calculating runoff and other flow related quantities 

[Tarboton and Baker, 2008]. However, each of the available FAAs, ca. 10 in the literature of 

runoff studies, generates different output maps in the same area and using the same climatic and 

physiographic inputs [López-Vicente and Navas, 2010; Pilesjö and Hasan, 2014].  DEM 

resolution and the choice of the processing algorithm cause uncertainties in most hydrological 

and soil erosion models [Liu et al., 2011].  

There are two main types of FAAs: single flow and multiple flow direction algorithms (Fig. 

1). The Deterministic eight-node, D8 [O'Callaghan and Mark, 1984], single flow direction model 

uses the direction of steepest descent toward one of the eight neighboring grid cells to represent 

the flow field. As there is no option for the flow to be distributed to two cells, it tends to 

concentrate along distinct, often artificially straight lines. A further problem is that the steepest 

gradient actually might fall between two of the eight cardinal and diagonal directions [Seibert and 

McGlynn, 2007]. The quasi-random eight-nodealgorithm, Rho8 [Fairfield and Leymarie, 1991], 

is a stochastic version of the D8 algorithm in which a degree of randomness is introduced into the 
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flow direction computations in order to break up parallel flow paths and provide an expected flow 

direction equal to the aspect. As in the case of the D8 algorithm, the Rho8 algorithm cannot 

model flow dispersion, but it does simulate more realistic-looking flow networks. The breakup of 

long parallel flow paths produces many more cells without an upslope connection, distorting the 

distribution of the contributing area. The randomizing of flow directions also results in different 

flow networks each time the algorithm is run [Gallant and Wilson, 1996]. 

In the Kinematic Routing Algorithm, KRA [Lea, 1992], the flow is compared to a rolling ball 

moving in the direction of the steepest slope on a plane surface. The flow accumulation for a 

given cell is calculated as the number of flow paths passing through that cell multiplied by the 

grid cell area. The two Directional Block-Centered Routing 2D-Jensen algorithm [Jensen, 1996] 

provides a range of bifurcation to one division into two cells. In an attempt to overcome the 

limitation of only eight possible directions, Tarboton [1997] suggested using triangular facets. 

Tarboton termed this approach Deterministic Infinity, D∞ or DInf, to describe infinite possible 

single direction flow pathways. The DInf approach represents flow direction as a vector along the 

direction of steepest downward slope on the eight triangular facets centered at each grid cell. 

Flow from a grid cell is shared between the two downslope grid cells closest to the vector flow 

angle, based on angle proportioning. 

Multiple flow direction methods proportionally allocate the outflow from each grid cell to one 

or more downslope grid cells. The Multiple Flow Direction algorithm, MFD, distributes the flow 

to all the neighboring downslope cells weighted according to slope [Freeman, 1991 and Quinn et 

al., 1991] and tends to produce more realistic-looking spatial patterns than the D8 algorithm. The 

disadvantage of the MFD algorithm is that the area from one cell is routed to all downslope cells 

and thus is dispersed to a large degree even for convergent hillslopes. In the Braunschweiger 

Digitales Reliefmodell, BDR algorithm [Bauer et al., 1985]  the flow is split between the cell 

whose orientation is nearest to the aspect of the center cell and its two adjacent cells. In the 
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stream tube-based Digital Elevation Model Networks, DEMON algorithm [Costa-Cabral and 

Burges, 1994], a drop of water placed randomly in any cell will flow across that cell in the 

direction dictated by the cell’s aspect until it reaches the edge of the cell and enters an adjacent 

cell, at which point it begins to flow in the direction determined by the new cell. Channel flow 

occurs when two adjacent cells flow toward their common boundary and the flow then follows 

that boundary [Brown et al., 2003]. This algorithm has theoretical advantages but is too complex 

and case-specific to be implemented for most applications. To reduce dispersion Seibert and 

McGlynn [2007] developed the Triangular Multiple Flow Direction algorithm, TMFD, which 

avoids unrealistic dispersion on planar or concave hillslopes while allowing multiple flow 

directions on convex hillslopes. 

Geographic information systems (GIS) allow the use of FAAs to be extended to other 

disciplines such as the assessment of dam trapping-efficiencies [Schäuble et al., 2008], the 

movement of pollutants [White et al., 2010] or the effect of stormwater infrastructures [Choi, 

2012]. Hydrologic simulation has advanced rapidly and computerized frameworks such as the 

HEC-HMS, MODFLOW and MIKE-SHE models have become essential tools for understanding 

human influences on river flows and designing ecologically sustainable approaches [Halwatura 

and Najim, 2013]. 

Accurate simulation of runoff values and patterns is critical in order to obtain reliable 

predictions using surface hydrology and soil erosion models. To date, a moderate number of 

studies have analyzed surface flow paths using different FAAs [e.g. Wolock and McCabe Jr, 

1995; Clarke and Lee, 2007 and Rampi et al., 2014] but very few of them have assessed the 

spatial congruence between predicted runoff using different FAAs and the actual patterns and 

values [Endreny and Wood, 2003; Huang et al., 2007]. To the best of our knowledge there have 

been no runoff production studies carried out using FAAs within the context of oscillations in 
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lake levels and water volumes. Prediction uncertainty is a matter yet to be resolved and thus 

contributions aimed at solving this controversial issue are required. 

In this study we evaluate the uncertainties of fifteen runoff predictions, depths and spatial 

patterns, obtained with eight FAAs, four of which are single flow and four multiple flow, with 

and without threshold values for linear flow. To achieve this objective we firstly present the DR2-

2013
©
 SAGA v1.0 software (from now on DR2-2013

©
 tool), which is the first programmed (as yet 

unpublished) and extended version of the DR2-2013 (Distributed Rainfall-Runoff) model [López-

Vicente et al., 2014]. The module is developed for open-source SAGA
©

 2.0.8 GIS software. The 

DR2-2013
©
 tool is run in the watersheds of two freshwater lakes located in the Spanish Pyrenees 

to analyze runoff predictions in relation to the measured variations in the water level of the lakes 

over a 69-month test period. The uncertainties of each prediction are discussed in order to select 

the most appropriate FAAs. Finally, we assess the predictive power of the DR2-2013
©
 tool to 

estimate the water volume of a lake at monthly scale and its interest for predicting predominant 

processes of rises and falls in water levels. This article provides a new contribution to the studies 

of flow paths with different FAAs and fills a gap in the literature of runoff simulation in wetlands 

with different FAAs. The results will also be of interest for further studies on water balance at 

catchment scale to achieve accurate estimations of runoff depths and patterns. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. The open source DR2-2013
©
 SAGA v1.0 water balance model 

2.1.1. Software development 

The GIS-based water balance DR2-2013 model [López-Vicente et al., 2014] is the third 

version of the DR2 (Distributed Rainfall-Runoff) hydrological model [López-Vicente and Navas, 

2012]. It computes the depth of water stored and infiltrated in the soil and the runoff depth, 

considering spatial and temporal variations in rainfall intensity, soil saturation and upslope 
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contributing factors. This model also provides the basis for the hydrological module of the Soil 

Erosion and Redistribution Tool (SERT) model [López-Vicente et al., 2013]. In order to extend 

the use of the DR2-2013 model, a module for the open-source, free SAGA
©

 2.0.8 (for 32 bit 

Windows) GIS software has been developed,  called DR2-2013
©
 SAGA v1.0. A beta version with 

only one FAA, the MFD, was firstly presented [López-Montero et al., 2013] and since October 

2013 the executable file (DR2.dll) of the complete version is available for free downloading 

(http://digital.csic.es/handle/10261/84613). The DR2-2013
©
 tool is presented in a user-friendly 

interface with the aim of engaging the interest of the scientific and academic community. The 

GIS SAGA
©

 (System for Automated Geoscientific Analyses) program (http://www.saga-

gis.org/en/index.html) supports vector and, especially, raster data. The Application Programming 

Interface (API) provides data object models and basic definitions for programming scientific 

modules and module libraries are developed using C++ code. The script of the module is 

summarized in 7612 lines in two files (DR2.cpp and DR2.h) that are compiled in one file 

(DR2.dll). The four single flow (D8, Rho8, KRA and DInf) and the four multiple flow (MFD, 

BDR, DEMON and TMFD) FAAs  provided in SAGA
©

 2.0.8 were included in the “Catchment 

Area Options” window of the module and were run with and without considering threshold 

values of potential cumulative runoff for the beginning of linear flow lines. Commercial GIS 

software (for example, IDRISI, ArcGIS, GRASS, PCRaster) and tools (TauDEM v5.x, 

HydroTools v1.0, AccumPlus v1.0) and most downloaded hydrological and soil erosion models, 

such as SWAT (http://swat.tamu.edu/software/arcswat/) and WaTEM/SEDEM 

(http://geo.kuleuven.be/geography/modelling/) are commonly run with two or three FAAs, 

usually the D8, DInf and MFD algorithms. The DR2-2013
©
 tool can generate fifteen different 

spatial patterns of runoff and thus offers users a novel tool for runoff studies. 

 

2.1.2. Runoff simulation 

http://digital.csic.es/handle/10261/84613
http://www.saga-gis.org/en/index.html
http://www.saga-gis.org/en/index.html
http://swat.tamu.edu/software/arcswat/
http://geo.kuleuven.be/geography/modelling/
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Effective cumulative runoff (CQeff, mm) is calculated following a three-step procedure. In the 

first step, the time to ponding, Tp (s), and the unsaturated cells and cells saturated by direct 

rainfall (no runoff contribution) are differentiated: 
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where Sp is the soil sorptivity (cm s
–0.5

), Kfs is the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the topsoil 

(cm s
−1

), I (cm s
–1

) is the average rainfall intensity,  is the matrix flux potential (cm
2
 s

–1
) of 

each soil type, and θSeff (% vol.) and θ0 (% vol.) are the effective saturated and initial or 

antecedent volumetric water content of the soil, respectively. The subscripts i and m correspond 

to each raster cell and to each month of the year, respectively. Once topsoil is saturated the initial 

runoff per raster cell, Q0 (mm), is estimated as a function of the depths of effective rainfall, ER 

(mm), rainfall to ponding, Rp (mm), and the average number of rainfall events, e (n): 

10    0 mmimimmimimim eITpEReRpERQ  (4) 

iimmim SARER cos1  (5) 

where A (0–1) is the depth of precipitation intercepted by the canopy in relation to the total 

rainfall depth, R (mm), and S (radians) is the slope angle. Once Tp and Q0 have been calculated at 

each measurement point, the corresponding maps are created with the Kriging interpolation 

method (ordinary type with constant trend removal) that obtains the minimum standard error. 

In the second step, Q0, is routed into the DEM using one of the selected FAA, FAAX-Type in Eq. 

(6), and the potential cumulative runoff, CQ0 (mm), is obtained. The effect of manmade linear 

landscape elements (LLEs) such as trails, ditches, stone walls, and buffer strips is added as an 

effective modifier of the natural runoff pathways [more details in Borselli et al., 2008]. The 

inclusion of the LEEs raster mask improves model predictions in anthropized landscapes: 
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where resol subscript is the spatial resolution of the DEM, given that the runoff depth also 

depends on this parameter, and α is the water balance correction factor. A map including all LLEs 

was created and a raster mask with two values, 0 for the LLEs and 1 for the remaining area, was 

created to modify the map of flow direction used in the FAA. The effective cumulative runoff, 

CQeff (mm), is calculated after considering the saturated hydraulic conductivity, Kfs (mm s
–1

), and 

the average duration of a storm after the soil becomes saturated until the end of the rainfall event 

for each month m, Tqm (s): 

SeeSSeeTqKCQCQ mmmmfsBmmeff sin   max0  (8) 

FlVFlLTpTERTqTpTERTq mmAftERmmm )()(  (9) 

and the maximum amount of water retained on the soil surface, SSmax (mm): 
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where eem (n) is the average number of monthly rainfall erosive events, TERm (s) is the total 

duration of an average monthly storm event, FlL (m) is the flow length, FlV (m/s) is the flow 

velocity, RG (mm) is the surface roughness, and SIG (radians) is the surface soil and surface 

furrow angle. Water demand by evapotranspiration is included in the DR2 model to estimate the 

soil moisture status although it is not used in the quantification of CQeff. 

 

2.2. Study area 

2.2.1. Location, catchment, soil and climate characteristics 
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The Estaña Lakes catchment (246 ha) is an endorheic complex made up of three fresh water 

lakes (total area of 17 ha) and fifteen sub-catchments with the presence of seventeen dolines 

[López-Vicente et al., 2009a]. It is located at the Sierras Marginales of the Central Spanish Pre-

Pyrenees and within the Ebro River Basin (Fig. 2.a). The lakes are called “Estanque de Arriba” 

Lake (EA from now on), “Estanque Grande de Abajo” Lake (EGA from now on) and “Estanque 

Pequeño de Abajo” Lake (Fig. 2.b). The EA Lake is circular in shape (200 m diameter) with a 

maximum depth of 7 m and has a 69 ha contributing area. The EGA Lake, which is 250 m to the 

southeast of the EA Lake and aligned with it, forms an uvala (a coalescence of sinkholes) with a 

sill in its central part that separates two depressions of about 360 and 325 m in diameter and 

maximum depths of 12 and 20 m, respectively. The contributing area totals 109 ha and up to 15 

m of sediments have accumulated in the deepest portion of the lake [Morellón et al., 2011]. 

Historical records document the existence of higher lake levels in the past [Morellón et al., 2011] 

and the current severe drop in the level of the EGA Lake is a cause of social and environmental 

concern [Macías, 2013]. Water chemical composition (e.g. Ca
2+

, Mg
2+

, HCO3
1–

, SO4
2-

) differs in 

the two main lakes and electrical conductivity averages ca. 1,500 and 4,000 uS cm
–1

 in the EA 

and EGA Lakes [Pérez-Bielsa et al., 2008]. The third lake is very small and it is almost silted up 

with sediments and for this reason it was not included in this study. The three lakes and their 

riparian vegetation have come under regional protection since 1997 and are included in the 

European NATURA 2000 network as Sites of Community Importance. Land uses are those 

characteristic of the typical Mediterranean rain-fed agro-ecosystem where natural and 

anthropogenic areas are heterogeneously distributed. Winter cereal crops account for 28% of the 

total surface area whereas natural vegetation includes Mediterranean forest (40%) and scrublands 

(15%) (Fig 2.c). 

Six types of soils are distinguished using the FAO classification [López-Vicente and Navas, 

2012]: Calcisols (accounting for 32% of the total surface area, which is mainly cultivated), 
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Leptosols (32%, with forest cover), Regosols (23%), Gypsisols (5%), Gleysols (4%) and 

Vertisols (3%). Gleysols appear around the lakes where the water table is seasonally near the soil 

surface. Soil types present a complex spatial distribution and the values of saturated hydraulic 

conductivity of the topsoil (from 5.9 to 433.8 mm day
–1

) and matrix flux potential (0.0002 to 

0.0401 cm
2
 s

–1
) vary significantly [López-Vicente et al., 2013]. Texture is mainly silty loam and 

in some parts sandy loam, loam and silty clay. Elevation ranges between 676 and 896 m a.s.l. and 

slope steepness mean is 19.5% with gentle slopes (S > 8%) occupying 33% of the study area. 

The climate is continental Mediterranean with two rainy periods, in spring and fall, and a dry 

summer with thunderstorms. At the Canelles weather station (Ebro Water Authorities, CHE), 

located 8 km to the southeast of the study area, the average precipitation was 520 mm for the 

reference period 1961-1990 (World Meteorological Organization) whereas the average 

precipitation for the last twenty years (1994-2013) was 12% less (457 mm) (Fig. 3.a). Average 

annual evapotranspiration is 1216 mm (Fig. 3.a) and annual precipitation has a strong inter-

annual oscillation. The wet season, from October till March, is defined as the period with the 

highest ratio between  total rainfall depth (ER) and potential evapotranspiration (ET0). The dry 

season, from April till September, presents the lowest ratio between ER and ET0. Out of an 

average number of 83 annual rainfall events only 11 are considered as erosive events, ee in Eq. 

(8) [see definition in Renard et al., 1991], with a rainfall amount >12.7 mm or a peak rainfall 

intensity >6.35 mm in 15 min. Low summer precipitation and long periods of low rainfall depth 

reduces the volume of water stored in the soils and lakes. 

 

2.2.2. Hydrogeological functioning and runoff production 

The hydrogeological functioning of the catchment is related to its geological structure and 

geomorphological history [López-Vicente et al., 2009a] with karstification of the Triassic 

materials. The main aquifer in contact with the Estaña Lakes corresponds to carbonates 
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(Muschelkalk facies) characterized by secondary porosity due to fracturing and karstification 

[Pérez-Bielsa et al., 2012]. The lutites, clays and evaporates (Middle-Muschelkalk and Keüper 

facies) have been identified as the aquitards. The local aquifer is approximately coincident with 

the surface basin and is disconnected with respect to the regional aquifers (carbonates of the 

Estopiñán Syncline). The aquifer is shallow near the lakes and increases in depth (not thickness) 

the further the distance from them, displaying a preferential NW-SE flow with entry of water in 

the north-west area [Pérez-Bielsa and Lambán, 2009]. Transmissivity is high (between 400 and 

1600 m
2
 day

–1
) and shows relatively short transit times with a rapid response to precipitation 

[Pérez-Bielsa, 2013]. 

Moderate karst processes explain the abundance of depressions, sinks and gullies where runoff 

can be concentrated. Although 16 gully systems appear in the hillslopes, none of them reach the 

lakes due to the presence of flat-bottom valleys surrounding the lakes and anthropogenic control 

of runoff connectivity by the LLEs (Fig 2.b). Gully discharges vary strongly over time and space, 

from long periods without any runoff production, to short periods, at an hourly and daily scale, 

where runoff depths reach high values and can even affect the lowlands. When runoff appears at 

the bottom of the catchment it is spread over the crops that surround the lakes and no stream or 

overland flow pathway can be distinguished before reaching the lake shores. Previous studies 

revealed a marked variability of the topsoil moisture content in this area throughout the seasons 

and also for different physiographic conditions [López-Vicente et al., 2009b]. 

 

2.3. Input acquisition and model parameterization 

2.3.1. Lake monitoring 

Water level monitoring of both lakes was performed with two OTT
©
 Hydrometry Mini 

Orpheus pressure sensors [Pérez-Bielsa, 2013] (Fig. 3.b). Each sensor was placed several meters 

below the surface and was immobilized by means of a polyethylene pipeline connected to the 
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surface through a steel pipe anchored to the ground with a concrete base. After these operations 

the unit simulated a conventional piezometer. The pressure sensor was chosen for its accuracy (± 

1 mm), small size (22 mm) and supply autonomy and measurement frequency was hourly. In 

order to convert the water levels to absolute high (meters above sea level; m a.s.l.), a 

georeferencing campaign was carried out on August 6
th

 2009 using the trigonometric station of 

San Quílez as the base [Pérez-Bielsa, 2013]. The equipment employed was an Ashtech 

ProMark
TM

 3, with centimeter accuracy. At the time of the survey water surface elevation was 

673.52 m a.s.l. in the EGA Lake and 678.97 m a.s.l. in the EA Lake. Total measurements of the 

water levels were recorded from August 2007 to April 2013 (69 months). The EA Lake sensor 

was damaged in August 2012 and available data end at this date. 

The different response of the EGA Lake, with a clear drop in its water level in the later years, 

compared to the EA Lake, with similar water level values, can be mainly explained by the 

different transmissivity values between the local aquifer and each lake and by the role played by 

the clays and gypsum, which act as an aquitard with a very low transmissivity Pérez-Bielsa 

[2013]. In a minor way, the different behaviors of both lakes is explained by the recent 

mismanagement of the ditch that connects both lakes. In the past this ditch allowed a moderate 

transfer of water from the EA Lake to the EGA Lake. The average recharge from the local aquifer 

to the EGA Lake, Qin (m
3
), and the volume of water leaving the lake to the aquifer, Qout (m

3
), was 

estimated to be ca. 270 and 128 m
3
 day

–1
, respectively, using the chloride balance method 

[Eriksson and Khunakasem, 1969; Custodio and Llamas, 1983]. 

Lake bathymetry was obtained with the Kriging interpolation method (ordinary type with 

constant trend removal) and the Golden Surfer
®
 7 software, using ca. 250 depth data distributed 

along the bottom lakes [Morellón et al., 2011]. Lake water volumes were then calculated with the 

measured water levels and the contour lines generated every 0.5 m of depth [more details in 

Pérez-Bielsa, 2013]. Since the DR2-2013
©
 tool requires high temporal resolution data of rainfall 
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values, especially of rainfall intensity in 30 minutes (I30), we used the values recorded every 15 

minutes at the Canelles weather station. The threshold values used in the FAAs to model linear 

flow lines were calculated from 12 control points located in the 16 gully systems as performed by 

López-Vicente and Navas [2010] (Fig. 2.b). The 16 gully systems have an average length of 220 

meters; they start at an average distance of 303 meters from the divides and are not connected to 

each other. 

 

2.3.2. Field measurements 

The soil, vegetation, topographic and land use input values correspond to those obtained and 

measured in previous studies performed in the Estaña Lakes catchment  using 236 soil samples 

[López-Vicente and Navas, 2012; López-Vicente et al., 2013]. A SIG value of 30º was applied, in 

line with the value used in the previous application of the DR2 model. The roughness value, RG 

in Eq. (10), for forest areas (RG = 20.3 mm) was taken from Renard et al. [1991] whereas 

random (32 mm for the plough) and orientated (250 mm for the plough) roughness for cultivated 

soils were taken from Gilley and Finkner [1991]. Once the grid system (raster cell resolution, 

simulation extent and UTM location) was defined in the DR2-2013
©
 tool, all inputs were loaded 

as ASCII files (.asc) except the climatic values that were loaded from tables (.txt, .csv and .dbf 

files). 

Daily rainfall values were also recorded at the Estaña weather station (IGME, Spanish 

Geological and Mining Institute) and the correlation between these values and those of the water 

level of both lakes were analyzed (Fig. 3.c). There is a gap in rainfall values between December 

2011 and September 2012 and in the water levels of the EGA Lake between February 2009 and 

April 2009.  The charts in Figure 3.c show a relatively quick response in the water level of both 

lakes after the episodes of intense rainfall and this short response time justifies the methodology 

used in this study to calculate a correlation between the values of predicted runoff production 
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with the different FAAs and the measured values of water level in both lakes. This hydrological 

behavior is in line with other studies carried out in karst landscapes where carbonate rocks are 

characterized by rapid transport of surface water to groundwater [Li et al., 2011]. We assume that 

although shallow subsurface flows on karst terrains are not relevant during runoff events, they are 

so after runoff ends, in explaining the transport of subsurface water to the lakes. Previous studies 

have demonstrated that the physiographic characteristics of the Estaña Lakes catchment enable 

accurate estimation of runoff and sediment balance [López-Vicente and Navas, 2010] proving it 

to be a suitable site for pursuing the objectives of this study. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Spatial patterns of runoff and selection of the FAAs 

The DR2-2013
©
 tool was run 291 times, 1680 output maps were generated and the total size of 

information was over 5 gigabytes. The first analysis was carried out on an annual basis using the 

15 maps of average CQeff  to compare the different spatial patterns and runoff values. The D8 

algorithm generates the same maps with and without adding the threshold value. The coefficients 

of runoff production in the catchment and runoff production to the lake, from now on termed 

runon, were calculated for the whole of the Estaña Lakes catchment and the two selected 

catchments (Table 1). The runoff coefficients (CQC) ranged from 19.4% (DInf algorithm) to 

34.9% (BDR with threshold value) in the EA Lake catchment and from 17.3% (D8) to 21.1% 

(BDR) in the EGA Lake catchment. The breakup of flow paths with some of the algorithms (e.g. 

D8) and the continuity with others (e.g. BDR) modifies the connectivity of the cells between them 

and explains the variation in the estimated CQC. The runon coefficients (CQC-on) were very low 

and remained between 0.2% and 0.3% in both lakes. These predicted coefficients are consistent 

with those calculated by Pérez-Bielsa [2013] after performing the water balance of the Estaña 
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Lakes catchment using data on the local aquifer, soil properties and climatic parameters. This 

author obtained an average annual CQC of 32% and below 1% of CQC-on. 

A quality analysis was done, comparing the 15 spatial patterns of runoff with field 

measurements and observations (Fig. 4) [López-Vicente et al., 2009a]. The location and 

dimensions of the 16 gully systems, ephemeral gullies and flat areas were used. The Rho8, DInf, 

MFD with threshold values for linear flow, MFD-Th., and TMFD algorithms gave better 

predictions of areas of concentrated runoff in the gullies and the main rills and of the spread of 

runoff in the flat areas. The other 11 spatial patterns did not provide a satisfactory match with the 

geomorphic features of the Estaña Lakes catchment. Analyses comparing predicted runoff depth 

with water level and volume variation values in the two lakes were performed with the four 

selected FAAs. 

 

3.2. Runoff contribution vs. water level of lakes 

In the EA Lake catchment the average CQC calculated for the 69-month test period were 

25.0%, 18.0%, 25.7% and 24.8% for the Rho8, DInf, MFD-Th. and TMFD algorithms, 

respectively (Fig. 5.a) and the CQC-on were 0.18%, 0.19%, 0.14% and 0.15%, respectively (Fig. 

5.b). The Pearson’s coefficients of correlation between the monthly values of ER and CQeff for 

the four FAAs were 0.988, 0.988, 0.987 and 0.990, respectively. The average coefficient of 

correlation between ER and runon for the four FAAs was 0.933. In the EGA Lake catchment the 

average CQC were lower than in the EA Lake catchment, with values of 15.3%, 16.6%, 15.9% 

and 15.8% for the Rho8, DInf, MFD-Th. and TMFD algorithms, respectively (Fig. 5.c). However, 

the CQC-on were higher than in the EA Lake with values of 0.26%, 0.23%, 0.22% and 0.23%, 

respectively (Fig. 5.d). Pearson’s coefficients of correlation between ER and CQeff ranged 

between 0.984 and 0.989 but the correlation between the ER and the runon was higher than in the 

EA Lake, with an average value of 0.991. These results highlight the complexity and non-
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linearity of the processes involved in runoff generation that describe a slightly different pattern of 

runoff in the two catchments, explained by their different sizes, the percentages of each soil type 

and the different distribution of steep and gentle slope areas. Predicted CQC agree with measured 

coefficients in other Spanish mountainous catchments (between 23-35%) [Palleiro et al., 2014] 

and also the observed spatial variability of CQC agree with the variability found in other Spanish 

karst landscapes [Li et al., 2011]. The very low values of CQC-on are explained by the small size 

of the area contributing to the lakes, karst processes that favor the development of flat bottom 

valleys and uvalas which inhibit the existence of permanent streams, the overall scarcity of 

precipitation during the analyzed period, the high infiltration rates of the soils and by the human-

made infrastructures that add a significant number of landscape linear elements decreasing runoff 

connectivity. The spatial complexity, patterns and values, of simulated runoff in the Estaña Lakes 

catchment are in agreement with the findings of McGlynn et al. [2004] regarding different runoff 

responses, velocity and coefficients, at headwaters and hillslopes in a similar size catchment, at 

storm event scale. 

The correlation between the values of predicted runon depth (CQeff, mm) and the values of 

lake level variations (m) in the EA and EGA Lakes was carried out for the 69-month test period 

(Table 2). The Pearson correlation coefficients obtained for the whole period were below 0.5 in 

all cases. We assume that there is higher degree of error in this correlation because we ran the 

DR2-2013
©
 tool with rainfall data from the Canelles weather station, that is not located within the 

study area and thus some simulated runoff events appeared with no change or little change in 

water levels (see Figure 3.c). When the test period was split into the wet season (from October till 

March) and dry season (from April till September) correlations clearly improved, resulting in 

many values above 0.5. These results reveal that the magnitude of the processes differs during the 

wet and dry seasons, controlling the water volume in both lakes and the stored water depth in the 

soil profile and the runoff yield in hillslopes. 
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In order to analyze the different response times of the two lakes to the groundwater and runoff 

supplies, we also calculated the correlation between the predicted values of runoff in a month m 

and the variations of the water level in the next month, m+1 (Table 2). The best coefficients of 

correlation in the EGA Lake were obtained with a response time m+1 for the four selected FAAs 

and considering the 69 months, the dry and the wet periods. However, in the EA Lake the best 

correlations were found with the short response time m in the dry period and the 69-month test 

period, and with the response time m+1 for the wet period except for the predicted runon values 

with the Rho8 algorithm. We hypothesized that the different response times could be explained 

by the spatial location of each lake and catchment lake in relation to the outcrops of limestones, 

clays and evaporates that have different water infiltration values, the size of the contributing 

areas, and the values of aquifer transmissivity. The EGA Lake is influenced to a greater extent by 

evaporite-clay materials, which could explain the slower response of the water level to recharge 

than that observed in the EA Lake. The best correlations in the EA Lake where obtained with the 

Rho8 algorithm for the wet season, and with the DInf and TMFD algorithms for the dry season. In 

the EGA Lake, the MFD-Th. and TMFD algorithms perform best for the dry season and the 

TMFD algorithm for the wet season. We hypothesized that the differences observed between the 

most suitable FAAs in each season can be explained by the temporal differences in runoff 

production and thus in the spatial patterns of overland flow in each season due to changes in the 

values of rainfall intensity and depth. 

 

3.3. Estimation of the water volume of the EGA Lake with different FAAs 

The predictive power of the DR2-2013
©
 tool to estimate the water volume of the EGA Lake 

was assessed at monthly scale, VLpredm (m
3
), as well as assessing its ability to better discriminate 

the most appropriate FAA. We used our own basic water balance equation that considers the 

main inputs and outputs to the lake. Inputs are the measured volume of the lake in the previous 
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month, VLmeasm (m
3
), the effective rainfall that directly reaches the lake surface, ERm (m

3
), the 

volume of water coming from the aquifer, Qin (m
3
), and the predicted volume of runoff that 

reaches the lake shores, CQeff-m (m
3
). The total volume of water leaving the lake is the monthly 

evaporation, Evm (m
3
), and the exit from the lake to the aquifer, Qout (m

3
). We used constant 

values of Qin and Qout, without temporal variations, in order to analyze the runoff contribution 

easily with lower mathematical uncertainty: 

outmmefinmmm QEvCQQERVLmeasVLpred 1  (11) 

Predicted and measured values were analyzed, obtaining very high values of the Pearson 

correlation coefficients with the four selected FAAs, above 0.98664 (Table 3). Given that runoff 

production and variations in the volume of the lakes are non-normal variables, the Nash–Sutcliffe 

model efficiency coefficient was also calculated, obtaining values ca. 0.9704 (Table 3) that shows 

the high accuracy of the model. The highest coefficients were obtained with the MFD-Th. 

algorithm followed by the TMFD algorithm highlighting that the multiple flow approaches 

performed the actual patterns and values of runoff better than the single flow direction 

algorithms. Pilesjö and Hasan [2014] also obtained the most consistent outcomes to track flow 

paths with the TMFD algorithm compared to other approaches. Finally, the prediction capability 

of the model to assess predominant processes in the rise and fall of the water levels was analyzed 

(Fig. 6). Although correlation was not statistically significant, guide threshold values were 

estimated. In the EA Lake, the threshold value of runon depth that leads to the drop in the water 

level was 3600 mm per year and the threshold for a predominant rise was 4200 mm per year. In 

the case of the EGA Lake, the threshold values were 4000 and 6000 mm per year of runon depth, 

respectively. This prediction capability will be useful to evaluate in advance the consequences of 

different climatic and land management scenarios that could further the sustainable development 

of the Estaña Lakes system. 
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3.4. Future research 

Since differences in model efficiency between the multiple and the single flow direction 

algorithms were very slight, further research needs to focus on analyzing runoff production at the 

different landscape units (headwaters, hillslopes and lowlands) in order to refine assessment of 

the best FAA. 

The next stages of the project will focus on: (1) using a LIDAR (LIght Detection And 

Ranging) derived DEM at high spatial resolution to test the accuracy of the predictions with the 

different FAAs; and (2) further research related to the influence of the water table location in the 

soils surrounding the lakes on infiltration rates and thus runoff yield. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The DR2-2013
©
 SAGA v1.0 software allows simulation of runoff with 8 flow accumulation 

algorithms and under 15 spatial patterns. The new module generates and operates a large number 

of maps in a short period of time and thus  is a powerful tool in hydrological studies at hillslope 

scale. This model is also suitable for areas where data is limited due to a moderate number of 

inputs. 

The predicted runoff coefficients are consistent with those calculated after performing the 

water balance of the Estaña Lakes catchment using data on the local aquifer, soil properties and 

climatic parameters supporting the ability of the DR2-2013 model to predict accurate runoff 

values. The breakup of flow paths with some algorithms and the continuity with others modifies 

the connectivity of the cells between them and explains the variation of the estimated runoff 

coefficients. The single direction Rho8 and DInf algorithms, the multiple direction MFD with 

threshold value for linear flow, MFD-Th., and the TMFD algorithms best described the runoff 

concentrated into rills, ephemeral and permanent gullies and ditches, and the spread of runoff on 

the flat areas. 
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The correlation between the values of predicted runon depth with the four selected FAAs and 

the values of lake level variations was weak when the whole period was considered and higher 

when the 69 months were split into the wet (October – March) and dry (April – September) 

seasons. Runoff simulation also reflected the different response time of the water levels of the 

two lakes to their corresponding runoff contribution. The location of each lake in relation to the 

outcrops of limestone and clay and their upslope area mainly explain this different behavior. 

The prediction capability of the model was tested as a part of the water balance of the EGA 

Lake and the highest coefficients of both the Pearson correlation and Nash–Sutcliffe model 

efficiency were obtained with the two multiple flow algorithms selected, although the differences 

in the efficiency of the model were very slight between the multiple and the single flow direction 

approaches. Finally, the DR2-2013
©
 tool helped to predict the rise and fall of the water level lakes 

under different threshold values of runoff yield. The results of this study can help lake 

stakeholders to manage overland flow and  have broader implications for understanding the 

simulation of flow accumulation and paths, and hydrologic connectivity in catchments. 
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Figure 1. Flow accumulation estimated from different algorithms (modified from Schäuble et al., 2008; Tesfa et al., 

2011; and Pilesjö and Hasan, 2014). D8: Deterministic eight-node algorithm; and D∞: Deterministic Infinity 

algorithm. 

     
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. (a) Geographic location of the study area within the Ebro river basin (NE Spain), (b) map of the Estaña 

Lakes Catchment with the boundaries between the different sub-catchments and (c) picture showing the main lakes at 

the bottom of the catchment. 
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Figure 3. (a) Monthly values of rainfall depth (R, mm) and average of maximum rainfall intensity (I30, mm/ h) 

measured at the Canelles weather station and of potential evapotranspiration at the Barbastro weather station, (b) 

pictures of the equipment installed to measure the water level of the EA and EGA Lakes, and (c) daily values of 

rainfall depth (Estaña weather station) and of the water level of the EA and EGA Lakes. 
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Figure 4. Control areas selected to perform the visual quality analysis of the runoff production with the different FAAs in (a) steep slopes near the EA Lake, (b) gullies in 

moderate slopes and flat areas surrounding the EGA Lake, and (c) in the ephemeral gully systems in cultivated soils close to the EGA Lake. DInf: Deterministic Infinity; 

Rho8-Th.: Quasi-random eight-node with threshold value for linear flow; MFD: Multiple Flow Direction; TMFD: Triangular Multiple Flow Direction.  
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Figure 5. Runoff and runon coefficients calculated with the four selected flow accumulation algorithms at the EA 

and EGA Lakes catchments. 

   

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Correlation of predicted runon values with the four selected FAAs and variation of the water level of the 

EA and EGA Lakes. Identification of the runon threshold values to predict predominant processes of drop and rise of 

the water level of the lakes. 
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Table 1 Average yearly runoff depth and runoff and runon coefficients calculated with the eight overland flow 

accumulation algorithms for the whole Estaña Lakes catchment and the EA and EGA Lakes sub-catchments for a 

period of 15 years (1997-2011). 

Algorithm  Threshold 

before 

alpha
$
 

 Estaña Lakes  EA Lake  EGA Lake 

Total 

runoff 

Runoff 

Coef. 

Runoff 

Coef. 

Runon 

Coef. 

Runoff 

Coef. 

Runon 

Coef. 

Name Type mm mm % % % % % 

D8 Single None 5,835,500 17.0 28.5 0.245 17.3 0.241 

Rho8 
*
 Single None 5,706,441 16.7 26.9 0.253 19.7 0.275 

KRA Single None 6,070,279 17.7 28.5 0.218 19.0 0.235 

DInf 
*
 Single None 3,848,081 11.2 19.4 0.237 20.3 0.243 

MFD Multiple None 6,814,727 19.9 30.6 0.187 21.0 0.242 

BDR Multiple None 8,054,571 23.5 34.7 0.189 21.1 0.221 

DEMON Multiple None 6,078,719 17.7 28.5 0.217 19.0 0.236 

TMFD 
*
 Multiple None 5,592,055 16.3 27.4 0.191 19.4 0.246 

Rho8 Single 147,185 5,660,120 16.5 27.4 0.230 19.8 0.278 

KRA Single 4,536,335 6,140,780 17.9 28.7 0.215 19.2 0.236 

DInf Single 143,148 4,720,665 13.8 23.5 0.224 20.6 0.247 

MFD 
*
 Multiple 120,719 6,229,360 18.2 28.9 0.189 19.9 0.240 

BDR Multiple 115,002 8,072,535 23.6 34.9 0.187 21.0 0.223 

DEMON Multiple 4,502,806 6,212,691 18.1 28.8 0.211 19.3 0.236 

TMFD Multiple 152,610 5,552,633 16.2 27.3 0.203 19.2 0.246 
$
: average potential runoff depth before application of the alpha parameter, see Eq. (7); 

*
: selected algorithm. 

 

Table 2 Pearson correlation coefficients between the values of predicted runon depth with the DR2-2013
©
 SAGA 

v1.0 model (CQeff, mm) and the values of lake level variations (m) in the EA and EGA Lakes with the four selected 

FAAs; m: month. Bold face numbers are significant at the 95% confidence level. 

Lake Algorithm Lake level variation  Temporal period 

Response time All period Wet seasons Dry seasons 

EA Rho8 m 0.426 0.668 0.545 

m+1 0.317 0.444 0.413 

DInf m 0.328 0.399 0.604 

m+1 0.253 0.568 0.318 

MFD-Th. m 0.328 0.420 0.586 

m+1 0.252 0.553 0.315 

TMFD m 0.326 0.404 0.595 

m+1 0.249 0.542 0.323 

EGA Rho8 m  0.233 0.227 0.334 

m+1 0.363 0.477 0.688 

DInf m 0.222 0.227 0.322 

m+1 0.353 0.477 0.693 

MFD-Th. m 0.237 0.246 0.330 

m+1 0.358 0.474 0.698 

TMFD m 0.228 0.315 0.328 

m+1 0.357 0.478 0.695 

 

 
Table 3 Pearson correlation coefficients and Nash–Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficients between the predicted 

volumes of water for the EGA lake at each month, VLpredm (m
3
), with the DR2-2013

©
 SAGAv1.0 model and the four 

selected FAAs and the measured volumes of water, VLmeasm (m
3
) (more details in Eq.(11)). Bold face numbers are 

significant at the 95% confidence level. 

Lake Algorithm  Pearson coefficients  Nash–Sutcliffe coefficients 

EGA Rho8 0.9866440 0.97039570 

DInf 0.9866470 0.97039425 

MFD-Th 0.9866483 0.97039687 

TMFD 0.9866473 0.97039571 

 


